
Ferrandini: to Monday morning. 

Booth: Yes, lef s go back! Continue now! 

Ferrandini: February... 

Booth: Yes! 

Ferrandini: Eleventh! 

Booth: Go on! 

Ferrandini: On the eleventh... 

Booth: of the same month? 

Ferrandini: February....Wishing for Lincoln's death!... 
Lincoln left Springfield, Illinois for Washington 
and he gave a farewell address. 

Booth: Moving I am sure, I am sure! 

Ferrandini: Lincoln said he left with sadness! 
Not knowing if he would return. 

Booth: He will not return we'll make sure of that! 

Ferrandini:...with a task greater than Washington! 

Booth: Such arrogance and ambition! 

Ferrandini: Yes! Yes! 

Booth: I am sure the crowds cheered him on... 

Ferrandini: A vast crowd cheered him on! 

Booth: Many thousands cheering their new President 
elect! 

Ferrandini: Yes cheering! And then he left for 
Washington. 

Booth: But what happened next, what happened next? 

Ferrandini: Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Columbus and 
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Buffalo and Albany, finally New 
York where someone told Lincoln about our plot. 

Booth: A spy, a traitor in our midst! 

Ferrandini: Then in Philadelphia Lincoln gave a 
celebrated speech ... 

Booth: At the Independence Hall, I am sure! 

Ferrandini: Why., yes!...Lincoln talked about the 
Declaration of Independence and equal chance for all 
and liberty asking can this nation be saved on this 
basis? He would rather be assassinated on the spot 
than to surrender it! 

Booth: So he knew! So he knew! So he knew! 
I am sure. The crowds cheered him on... 

Ferrandini: A vast crowd cheered him... 

Booth: Many thousands cheering their new President 
elect! 

Ferrandini: Yes cheering! And he must have known 
about our plot! 

Booth: But what happened next, what happened next? 

Ferrandini: Listen! Listen! 

Booth: Yes! Yes! 

Ferrandini: The next day on February 22nd after Lincoln 
gave a speech in Hamsburg he left on a secret, special 
train back to Philadelphia and then on to Baltimore in 
the middle of the night and then to Washington! 

Booth: But how could this happen that no one knew of 
the counter plan. 

Ferrandini: They cut the telegraph wires! 

Booth: A clever ploy! 

Ferrandini: They stopped all trains... 

Booth: All trains? 

Ferrandini: ...until Lincoln was away and safe! 

Booth: A perfect counter plan. 

Ferrandini: Yes it was!...but that is old news! 

Booth: Not to me! Not to me! 

Ferrandini: It happened four years ago, before his first 
inaugural. 

Booth: Yes, quite a story! 

Ferrandini: Now, he has had a second... 
Four years under the tyrant! 
Four years in war! 
Four years of invasion! 
Four years of death and destruction! 

Booth: It was an inspiring story! It was a great plot, 
a noble plot to save our nation 
before the tyrant was crowned, 
before he was inaugurated. 

Ferrandini: It was a great plot, a noble plot to save our 
nation... But don't get me thinking about it again! 
Don't get me hopeless and angry! 
Don't get me crazy with passion once again!.. 
.We had our chance. 

Booth: We'll have another chance! 

Ferrandini: But it slipped through our hands and 
vanished right before our eyes! 

Booth: Another chance! I will kill him!!! 


